"Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Jun 03, 2018 3:05 pm
I do not get the glorification of "Nationalism", other than it will help from the aggressive
hastening racial perversion and destruction of European stock by racial warfare and invaders,
and halt it by deportations, tear down the EU, and generally cause some necessary changes so
can move forward with a SUPERIOR agenda than itself. If they fail on this objective then they
are not in anyway better than jewish communists.
Many people forget the history of so called "Nationalism" which is why Hitler coined National
Socialism to actually solve all these problems. Which extend from cultural issues to many other
problems. One of the reasons National Socialism happened was of the major incompetence of
Nationalism in particular to social and cultural developments.
In plain slang, Nationalism, even in it's truer form, is not enough to save our ass from extinction.
In it's Kosher form, it can be ultimately worthless.
America has been strongly 'Nationalist', but it didn't do what Benjamin Franklin and other
founding Fathers told them to do...Keep the jews out and form a racial state. Now a few
decades after the 1950's White Americans are fighting for their very biological existence. They
left "American Jews" bring in slaves and all sorts of other people, and the "American
Nationalism" went from being about Whites to simply meaning you have an American passport.
Other than that, "Nationalism" is largely a crock of shit. In "Nationalism" so long you classify as
"X Nation Citizen" and have "Your papers" who are a citizen of the "Nation". And so long you
pay "Taxes" and go to church you're a good goy. That's all there is to "Nationalism". You can be
a Cohen Kike and live just fine under a Nationalist regime, so long you pretend you are part of
the "Nation" and go to church every Sunday. At night you can conspire to how to take all the
goyim down, but that's another matter.
And this has been the situation in most of the West since the 1950's. Which is why now we are
in the deadly grip we are. The jews ascended in power slowly since they had a 'Passport' to a
Nation and their so called "Papers" and then started to fully run Nations. Then they went from
"Nationalism" allowances in loose "Nationalism" to being billionaires and in all political offices.
They were "German", they were "French", since they had papers for such. And their names
could have been Israel Cohen.
"Nationalism" is also based on the idea of competing with other European Nations in financial
wars or whatever other form of competition there is. There are no racial or ethical values of a
deep nature in "Nationalism" just some bullshit based on historical forgeries by local churches,
and cucks who believe their so called "Nations" didn't exist for 10000 years, but for 500 or some
shit, and therefore, "Christianity" is our "Culture" and not Paganism which was ALWAYS our
culture, and then was forcibly replaced by jews.
Many "Nationalists" are the types who believe the Crusades were "Glorious White Wars" and
"Deus Vult" was great thing. So long the Christian White Goy exists with jewish cultural leprosy,
but it's alive, it's enough to them.

To Satan this situation is not enough, neither to our Gods. Which is why they have destroyed
the Christian order. Existing as a goyim in a stable is of no importance, unless there is a plan to
free this goy. And the Christian Nationalists intend it like that. While the Gods will use them only
to break the stable in full later. They will do this without even understanding how it really went
down.
For those that don't know in Europe there are many jews. And these jews do not desire to leave
Europe. As Griffin has stated on the case of Muslims, they push a war between "Christards" and
"Muslims", but at the same time, they try to drive the "Muslim" out because they consider his
existence makes life unsafe for jews in Europe. They push both sides to it, as this creates civil
wars in the same time, between the White Goy and the Arab, and gives reasons to the federal
government to enforce the measures faster, abuse the law, and force the multicultural plan even
quicker. This has happened in Britain.
The real name of "Robinson" should be Rabbi-Son as basically his true name is Lennon. And he
is an agent that enforces and fuels a war between "Christian Britons" and "Muslim Arabs".
Rabinson can't point out the jew cause his finger will be cut. If he was doing the same shit
against jews in Britain, plus Arabs, his dead body would be found in a lake somewhere, no
political bullshit. Because as true Nationalists without the parentheses have revealed, he is put
there like Jewish Organizations to do what he does. Which is reveal half the "truth", or a quarter
of it.
The same goes for people like Lauren Southern and many others. "Partial truth" can be even
more dangerous than lying. It cannot solve any of these situations.
Nationalism is based on the false pretext of our "Christian Past" and sustainable of our
"Christian Judaic Values" in our civilization. Listen to any "Nationalist" leader and you will see
them going indepth, supporting Zionism, Israel, and kissing jewish ass until the piss comes out
and they drink it in a glass to attain salvation. Nationalism is the second doorway to still keep
control over the goyim, so the jews can recuperate and go into battle again. Nigel Farage said in
an interview about Robinson he basically does what he does because he considers the "JudeoChristian Values of Britain" are threatened.
Here we have people with one feet on our side and one on the side of the enemy. This creates
an unstable situation for the enemy, but is not ideal nor a final objective for us either. The case
of Nationalism is an unstable environment for jews. Through Nationalism and it's failures and
contrasts with the Communist agenda in the 20th century, there came the better parties along
like Hitler and Mussolini.
Christianity and jews in all these parties and unions do allow for this to happen. It wouldn't be
surprizing if these "Nationalists" also outlaw "Satanism" and make christian observance
compulsory. One example is the Golden Dawn and how they are neutral towards Greek
Pagans, but they have their main propaganda centered around Byzantium, the Church, and a
bizarre blend between Christianity and Paganism and how Rabbi Jesus is a "Good" thing for
their country.

The same memetics are the case with many other "Nationalists".
"Nationalism" needs to be taken with a big grain of salt and nobody here must be foolishly
deceived that our work is 'done' in anyway, or that we are remotely going towards 'freedom'
simply because some Nationalist parties will take power. They will take it because of our efforts,
but they are only a means to an end, a dirty cloth to close racial wounds, in the middle of a
racial crisis.
The next step is to get a clean bandage, disinfect, go the doctor, provide medical care etc.
Those who are 'satisfied' by these "Nationalistic" orders are christian souls and they have no
understanding. Christian "Nationalists" were existing all along, and guess what, they brought
Europe in it's present condition. They do not take factors of race, cultural domination by jews, or
any other such matters in heart. Some people in these parties do, and it's only from these
people positive "Nationalist" change will come.
False Nationalism has been the reason, in conjunction with Christianity, that Europe has shed
all of her own blood in intra-racial war amongst it's own kind. Proud "Christards" raising the
sword to kill non "Christards" and one denomination of "Christards" killing the other. This will
only repeat itself in other levels if the lingering "Nationalism" becomes the new and 'safe'
agenda.
This is like playing a poker game with jews. Nationalism is where they fold. Not when they leave
the game or lose it permanently.
Here for example we have a "German" Rabbi saying Hitler was a "spec of shit" in German
history. Who is even this old junker jewish cuckold to say it? One looks at his nose and quickly
understands why this NATIONALIST SAVIOR OF "NATIONALIST GERMANY" is saying such
things.
This guy was also nothing else than a liberal commie in the 90's, where he advocated about
policies to bring "Asylum Seekers" in. Now he thinks the key to popularity and extending it's
lifespan revolves around calling the Greatest man of Germany and it's TRUE savior a "spec of
shit".
The transient rule of this kosher "nationalist" toilet garbage is where our work only begins,
nowhere close to where it ends. It ends only when we have have finalized our mission fully.
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Larissa666 wrote:I have to admit, I have ditched nationalism for myself a while ago.
There might be something great in being "proud in your country and people", but all that I see
is that through history, this just brought deeper divide and conflict among White Gentiles in
Europe.
I do believe that all White Gentiles deserve one country, and when we establish Satanic
Order, I do believe we will have one land. Not to be divided in smaller countries like we are
today.

All of the kingdoms of the past, Babylon, Sumer, Egypt, Rome, Greece, at least remotely had
this same goal, IMO. That's why they fell. Jew does not want united Aryan race. Jew wants
Aryans divided as much as possible.
Their programs such as xianity and islam really were, and still are the effective weapons
which made that possible.

There is something great and honorable. Yes. But jews control Nationalism this is why it's called
Nationalism and not National Socialism.
Nationalism is emasculated National Socialism that doesn't existentially make sense. It only
makes sense based on the Jewtrix we live in. And if one has a very narrow Talmudic perception
of life.
Nationalism as far as I am concerned is just useless bullshit, only transient to cause something
better.
Muh Rabbi Jeboo, Muh Christian History, Muh Protestantism, Muh Pentacostianism, Muh, Muh
We Wuz Better Than Other Whitey, Muh start wars to kill other whitey to pay jewsh banks, Muh
Superior Dan U Cuz Me Have More Money, Muh We Wuz French and France is taken by Africa
in Paris but we Wuz French Ideals n shiet, to name a few examples.
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If there are two people in the same family tree, and one brother is more successful, and another
one is less successful, do they have to 'part'?
It's not necessary for everyone to live under one federal government. But as it always happens,
someone is superior on this planet, when it comes to Whites. So these need to take a protective
stance against the smaller nations, since they are part of the same stock.

The racial division of Whites started in the bible where they essentially were forced by JHVH to
speak different languages and become a different people. Now we have 50 states all of them
with 'seperate' interests.
Let's fragment all European nations which are like 5% of White world population goyim, sounds
like a good idea. Because if we do not the culture of Schnitzel may go extinct.
I do not see Hitler or the Anti-Christ looking at us as 'inferior subhumans' and being interested
only in the fate of ONE Nation in Europe. He is a major moving force so that all of us get saved.
Without the enemy in place Europe can simply run under a common "political process system"
like the EU that addresses problems, but without anything related to EU in any form it has ever
existed before as it's jewish from inception. Where the Nations can be self independent. In
European Jewnion this was the bait until it became a strictly jewish banking union. Then this
became abuse.
The jew knows now that the good news after the EU collapses is that every European Nation
will simply start looking after their own ass. Little countries like Slovenia, only looking for their
own ass. 2 million population, and then you have China who can make you go extinct in one
night just by sending it's military over to you, and then walking little countries like that over it.
So the jews did that the wrong way to infect the mind of Europeans against their unity. And to
cause the reverse effect of assimilation, Kalergi's children etc. So that Europeans develop
neurosis over their unity.
If you want to get free of jews on a massive scale, you need some authority to do this. You
cannot just tell some people 'Get the Jews out' and they will magickally do it. The jews thrive on
different countries in Europe as much as they hate this diversity, and this was also the key to
their control. They had a spaz from Germany, they went in England, and when they had a spaz
with both, they went to France, and when they had a problem with everyone, they go to
Switzerland, and then back in all 4 all the time like a virus.
Hitler didn't finish the job simply because other Europeans were mentally infected with the "ME"
virus. He achieved most of the things by being the strongest government of the time, but others
simply looked at them as if they were aliens.
Protecting the existence of Schnitzel and being afraid it may go extinct as a cultural element
(which can never really happen as this worry is wrongly placed) seems to be more important
than getting rid of a cancer that has caused grief and the death of Nations many times over.
Our doctrine is O.R.I.O.N which is coined our race is our nation. If you are Finnish and born in
Egypt, then you belong to Northern Europe.
What people also need to understand is that National entities were created because of people
of common origins being in a region, but they were based not in racial elements, but modern

and recent, and in many times, empty values.
One German fights against France, he dies, next time he gets reincarnated as a French man
simply because the race is the same. He proudly killed the French citizen he became literally in
his next incarnation. Nationalism is based largely on the mental, not in awareness of what one
is.
It's like twins meeting after a while and because one eats Snitzchel and the other drinks
Savuignon they decide to kill one another or bicker. It's just retarded.
Lastly, if one takes paradigm of the jews, who still, after being the most bastardized elements on
the planet, they are together like one army, this should make people understand what needs to
be done. Without engaging in bastardization, Europeans need the same level of unity and it's
either-or for us.
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Race by ancient definition literally means nation. In the future our race will be united by our
Racial Religion and Sanskrit as the common language of this religion. This is going to take
some time probably and would probably manifest fully on an exo ethno planet of Whites. Which
will be done with a space program were we can vet the best of our Race to agree to migrate to
another world in which everything will be set up in proper order. And leave the Xian mouth
breathers on earth to fart in a pew.
Follow the Slothz search engine to:
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.exposingchristianity.com
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Exo planets are the future. Its the best insurance policy as well for survival.
Follow the Slothz search engine to:
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com
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Ninja 666 wrote:
HoodedCobra666 wrote:
Valontuoja wrote:

One German fights against France, he dies, next time he gets reincarnated as a French man
simply because the race is the same. He proudly killed the French citizen he became literally
in his next incarnation. Nationalism is based largely on the mental, not in awareness of what
one is.

Can you help me understand this? This caught my eye, as I'm very interested in the subject.
I'm trying to get my point across as clearly as possible. In the context of reincarnation, race,
citizenship and ethnicity. "Ethnicity" is defined not only on a "social norm" basis, but on a
evolutionary basis, and in biological differences, like physical traits, and such relations.
Race defined as "White Race", "Black Race", "Yellow Race". "Citizenship" being defined as
a passport to a political and geographical region (in this question).
Are you talking about one from the German ethnic group incarnating in the French ethnic
group. Because both ethnicities are of the same race (the White race). In other words, since
he is a white soul he is able to incarnate in any white ethnic group. Or are you referring to
citizenship. That there is German ethnic group living in France (the political and
geographical region), therefore he is able to incarnate as a French citizen in another life.
The reason I try to specify is because of past lives and future lives, sexual and romantic
relationships, and producing of children. The following thoughts come to mind.
Due to some karma, say you have no affiliation with the ethnicity you incarnate as, because
you were a different one in another life. Or you're wondering if you should start a
relationship with someone from another ethnic group. When it comes to having children,
should you not do it, as to not mix the ethnicities.
I'm very interested in the subject of ethnicity and race so I could go on and on. But don't
want to get too off topic.

Take America for example. It has White people in it, coming from all over Europe. Passport
wise, they are "American", and also, after a time, a new national identity was developed that
was about being American. Essentially and racially they are European. And they might as well
have existed in Europe or will be there in a future incarnation.
Incarnation happens when a body can house a soul. If it's very dissimilar this cannot happen.
This is done by expression. Certain racial bodies can manifest certain souls. For example, this
American white is fully capable to reincarnate in any other white country by chance or luck,
since he can manifest there.
Citizenship is something we have came up with recently, it's only a legal thing. It is not related to
nature unless it were for a racial state.
The people have to 'match' for this process to happen. Otherwise the soul cannot manifest itself
in a body.
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Ninja 666 wrote:
HoodedCobra666 wrote:
Ninja 666 wrote:
The reason I try to specify is because of past lives and future lives, sexual and
romantic relationships, and producing of children. The following thoughts come to
mind.
Due to some karma, say you have no affiliation with the ethnicity you incarnate as,
because you were a different one in another life. Or you're wondering if you should
start a relationship with someone from another ethnic group. When it comes to having
children, should you not do it, as to not mix the ethnicities.
I'm very interested in the subject of ethnicity and race so I could go on and on. But
don't want to get too off topic.

Take America for example. It has White people in it, coming from all over Europe. Passport
wise, they are "American", and also, after a time, a new national identity was developed that

was about being American. Essentially and racially they are European. And they might as well
have existed in Europe or will be there in a future incarnation.
Incarnation happens when a body can house a soul. If it's very dissimilar this cannot happen.
This is done by expression. Certain racial bodies can manifest certain souls. For example,
this American white is fully capable to reincarnate in any other white country by chance or
luck, since he can manifest there.
Citizenship is something we have came up with recently, it's only a legal thing. It is not related
to nature unless it were for a racial state.
The people have to 'match' for this process to happen. Otherwise the soul cannot manifest
itself in a body.

Okay. This might sound very stupid. In eugenics. In the past it was said that the Gods are
tribal, and that their descendants here on Earth should maintain this. "Tribe" I read is the
same or similar to "ethnicity". It was stated "blue eyed blonde" was also endangered to go
extinct on Earth.
I must go to the Nazi Primer. It includes for example "The Nordic race", "The Phalic race",
"The Western race", "The Dinaric race", "The Eastern race", and the "East Baltic race". And
have them with different characteristics. These are all part of the White race. And are
spread across geographical areas inhabited by the White race.
Like the White race, the Black and Yellow race should have similar categories according to
their attributes.
Should therefore, the different racial bodies who can manifest certain souls, incorporate a
eugenics program, to maintain these racial bodies of the race?
It sounds logical to me. But logic is logic. And what happens with those who are of different
racial bodies (for example within the White race), should they minimize their reproduction
with people of other racial bodies?

Tribe is actually ethnicity, yes. The Nordic types are a minority on the planet now. But Nordic
types also lie latent in many other people of darker features, but not in their pure form. Yes, they
should remain inclusive.
For this reason the National Socialists tried to recreate these races by selective breeding or
Eugenics. Think of an example such as taking the best Chinese people and trying to restore the
ancient Chinese spiritual master class, that the Communists purge. These were of the best of
China. This may be a broad example but it should make sense.

Maintain and improve. As the soul improves, this also passes down to the body. The body
passes it down to another body, offspring, and the other body again gives a home for the soul,
during the reincarnation process. This situation can be towards improvement or deterioration
depending on if people advance or not.
Because the more we complexify these matters and race mix the more we ruin our reincarnation
potential.
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European Nationalism is a type of ethno Nationalism. People have that identity already to be
Spanish you have to be a White European. Same with any other European Nationalism. Each
nation also has its history and something to give people deeper identity. That is a start that can
save each nation in Europe.
Over here we have lost our European identity which is why the Jews have had such an easy
time of pushing civic nationalism which is globalism within one nation. The cosmopolitan, multiracial, raceless civic nationalism can only work were people have lost any type of racial identity.
In America the Jews at the end of the second war invested millions into a social engineering
project to break up the ethnic White neighbourhoods the Irish, German, Polish, Italian,
Lithuanian and such. To push them into just becoming American generic White. Then with the
loss of that identity in a generation or two the Jews opened the boarders and started promoting
civic nationalism and race mixing.

Re: "Christo-Nationalism": Made In Israel
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jun 06, 2018 9:52 am
For the sake of conversation...Actually in England back in the 80s if you were black you were
perfectly English so long you had your passport. What has changed now is you are closing in to
being the DEFINITION of a Briton. As proved by the recent marriage of the jew Harry with his
"American model" woman.
In the US maybe they have broken neighborhoods to further the jewish agenda in the US.
But it's well known Hitler wanted a European unity between Whites which never happened. He
talks about saving the EUROPEAN RACE in some of his recognized work. And European Volk.
So the existence of such is a fact, smaller Nations aside.

I see this argument of "personal history" all the time, I come from one of the most historical
European Nations. And I still do not get it. What is this supposed to justify for "Nationalism"?
"Nationalism" just abuses these petty arguments about our "common recent history" and just
keeps promoting Jewish Rabbinical History all the time as the "root of our values".
It's always limited by essentially Church history as guess what it did not even exist as a
plausible ideology for a lot of time now. So to emote on the "Nation" it has to use limited national
examples from jewish based history that is very recent.
I can only imagine Irish Nationalism praising the druids for being the heralds and protectors of
the "Ancient Irish Nation"...And guess what this is never happening.
Are Nationalists any good simply because they do stupid evokes of arguments from the jewish
crusades? Rome went hundreds of years ago to destroy the jews there, some hundreds of
years later the white goyim was farming the land for the jew. Be proud goy.
It just "evokes" on some selective parts of history and then carries on with the same jewish
cultural infection in different forms in each nation. The message is always the same you just
replace pieces of history for emoting and that's it.
And it's always about continuing Torah History on the planet and promoting Rabbinical xianity
as "past values". Find me one nationalist leader of importance in Europe that doesn't evoke
these Judeo Christian values.
So fuck "Nationalism". Maybe it were something halfway decent at some point. Now it won't fit
the job.
European Nationalism may have been a type of Ethno Nationalism in 1750 or at max by Hitler's
time. It has never stood sufficient so Hitler replaced it. Now and for around more than 70 years it
has not been such.
It is a "start" but it is nowhere close to saving the full situation. So what do you want to tell me
that Rabbi Jesus Cucks will remove like 8 million blacks from France (some estimates by 2012
say 11, so who knows, maybe 14 by now) who have been perfectly "French" for like 2 or maybe
3 generations now according to law and tell them to peacefully go back to where they should
have been? Who will do this Rabbi Christos Cuck Boomer politician who has grown in the idea
of cultural Marxism? They are part of the "Nation" now, and you enjoy your "Nationalism". They
are perfect "Nationals" by now. In England it's the same thing. The enemy has facilitated goving
papers to millions by now. Nationalism is not enough.
It's a beginning but nowhere close to anything plausible to save our ass. Disagree if you want
but that's the case.
History is an undeniable fact, but so many people foolishly use it when it's simply based on
"Nationalism" again. The history the jews have written in Europe with xianity and it's byproducts

doesn't justify as viable "European" history.
Those in the US do not seem to understand how dire the situation is in Europe. While all we
have here is a kitchen knife and the European capitals are already chock infested with all the
mosaic of the earth. Much of the US may also be way more organized than Europe is. I do not
think any individual "White nation" filled with the class of baby boomers, that still votes for
jewess Merkel, is going to raise a head anytime soon for the sake of ethnic Nationalism. They
are too "Nationalist" for that.
Nationalism is tiny pants for Europe. Maybe it can work elsewhere and in more recent nations.
But Europe has bigger history to fit in rather than "Nationalism" and being happy about it's
middle ages cause "muh history" and we build a little castle so jews can be warm in the winter
while we slave like serfs for Christ. "Amen to that, our European History! Be proud of the
borrowed money we took from kikes to kill other Europeans at X year in history! We fought
gloriously...for the jews."
Nationalists appeal not in European achievements or even National achievements but most of
the time on Christian leprosy achievements. And portray them as viable successes of the
"Nation". Which is why to me they are inferior, detestable, and fully incapable of turning around
bottom of the situation which is actually a racial one in Europe.
If Nationalism was anything viable for Europe Hitler would have left the Nationalist party of
Germany handle the situation. 80 years ago too.
Now we just need Nationalism cause we are too enslaved for anything close to the above to
exist. So Nationalism looks like a viable solution amongst the non-possibly-existing ones, and
yes, at this point, also a victory.
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I agree with HP Don, they look very predominantly Asian to be honest. I don't see it as

impossible with Asians having went to the place and colonized it who knows how long ago.
They had the transportation means to do such as well. Maybe genetic studies can give more
light into the matter. But it must have been a REALLY long time ago.
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That is the Jews attempting to impose civic nationalism which is cosmopolitan, artificial
nationalism on Whites everywhere. The same Jews deny civic nationalism for their JEWISH
racial homeland of Israel. Hence you can note they know they are lying in pushing civic
nationalism.
You can note this in the Alt-light the Jews like Southern (((Simonson))) promote civic
nationalism for Whites and never address Israel or the Jews. Just like Alex the truth stops at the
Jews, Jones. Hates identity politics' for Whites but praising and defends Zionism for Jews. Even
that weirdo Jordan Peterson demanded Faith Goldy lose her job for interviewing a White
Nationalist. But not him for having his own freedom of speech. But he also was part of the UN
policy tank on pushing third world invasions into the West.
In Europe the ethno Nationalism does matter I have been around a lot of different European
immigrants here to note there is a big difference between a Italian and Hungarian or Pole. This
is part of the reason the EU is going apart the ethnic differences in the European populace.
Even when Europe had larger Empires in the past like the Holy Roman Empire. Everyone still
maintain their own sub ethnic identity. Hitler wrote about how he hated the multi ethnic mess the
Hapsburg's were running. The German model for a new Europe was a confederation of
European states based on common ethnic origins. The Germanic regions the Slavic regions the
Spanish, Italian regions. All working together but remaining separate within their own ethnic
regions under their own governments and the National Socialism ideal. That is the only way to
bring Europe together into anything meaningful as a common power. Even if Europe was
conquered by one European nation and put into a Empire the amount of autonomous authority
that would have to be granted to the different regions to keep them from revolting would be near
the same model anyway.
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